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Discusses the latest approach on urban transformation in Latin American
cities Bogota, Medellin, Sao Paulo
Examines the innovative urban and legal instruments used to finance these
urban transformations
Presents cases from public policies, plans, projects and actions in an
interdisciplinary approach with regard to urban development and urban law
This book highlights current concepts of Social Urbanism, the contemporary set of multiple and
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interdisciplinary urban studies that have emerged mainly from the complex realities of Latin
American cities. The discussion that follows places special emphasis on public land policy and
the innovative urban instruments developed in that region to promote social and territorial
inclusion. Critical reflections throughout the pages of this book shed light into the localcontext
of each case-study in order to understand their specific set of challenges and opportunities.
Relevant lessons are extracted from the three cities here analyzed, the medium-scale city of
Medellin, the large-scale city of Bogota, and the megacity of Sao Paulo, as well as from local
innovative experiences in Argentina and Uruguay. These cities underwent promising
transformation processes over two decades, applying planning and financing instruments of
land policy which have produced significant shifts in the urban development paradigm in the
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region. The quest for social inclusion has emerged as the common denominator in these cities,
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participation processes. The book bringsimplications on urban land policy for transition cities in
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awakening growing interest across several fields of urban studies, from public policies and city
management to urban law, city financing, urban development, and innovative community
the Global South. The question of social inclusion in Global South cities is however far from
being solved; the analysis presented in this book shows advances and hope, besidesa long
path still ahead, which can only be faced through a continuous and challenging incremental
process. May this book be an incremental step.
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